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VC Planning Commission Tackles

CONTROVERSIAL OIL AND GAS ISSUES
By: Lynn Gray Jensen
In a well coordinated public forum, the
Ventura County Planning Division presented a balanced discussion of controversial oil and gas issues including the much
maligned completion technique referred
to as “Fracking”. The full-day informational
workshop on August
7th included presentations by:
•
•
•
•

•

County Counsel regulations and legal limitations,
Seneca Resources - oil practices in the
Sespe Field,
Interact - oil and gas permitting,
Los Padres ForestWatch - potential
impacts to condors and other environmental concerns,
Citizens for Responsible Oil & Gas

•
•
•

(CFROG) - stricter local regulation,
County Geologist - geologic overview,
CA Division of Oil and Gas (DOGGR) new SB-4 state regulations, and
County Planning - new local process improvements for oil and gas permits.
Slides for each presentation are available on
the Planning Commission Agenda, Item 6.

CoLAB commends County Planning for
proactively organizing this oil and gas
workshop. In this forum, Planning Commissioners asked relevant questions to presenters from many different perspectives, providing them with up-to-date information
to be used when considering new projects.
The oil and gas industry is an important
(continued on page 2)

to CoLAB’s Annual Meeting
Where: At Camarillo Ranch House- 201 Camarillo Ranch Road, Camarillo 93012
When: Wednesday, October 15th, 2014 from 5:30-8:30 pm
CoLAB Presentation: Land-Water-Energy-Economy
Movie: No Water, No Farmer, No Food; An Americans for Prosperity and David Spady Production
Plus Gourmet Buffet (Menu) & Hosted Bar

$50 per ticket · Limited seating- get tickets early · Limited parking available- please carpool

BUY TICKETS ONLINE or Call Cindi/Shelley at (805) 654-6977; MENU
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Port Hueneme Measure M

Port Businesses Become a Target
The City of Port Hueneme is trying to
make a case for an extreme tax increase
on Port businesses and Navy Base contractors by placing Measure M on the
November ballot. However, many of the
claims the City Council is making simply
do not represent the actual language in
the ballot measure.

In an email from Mayor Jonathan
Sharkey, he stated: “Since Measure M
itself does not set fees, it is impossible
to predict the impacts on any particular
business.” However, the language in the
new Section 5033 to be added directly
to the municipal code says: “Any person
engaged in the business of tugboat
operator, port pilot or chandler within
the City of Port Hueneme shall pay an
annual Business License Tax in the
amount of one dollar per one hundred
dollars of gross receipts.”
So, if Measure M passes, a tugboat operation at the Port with gross receipts
of $500,000 would pay $5,000 in taxes.
In comparison, a business with the
same gross receipts in the City would
be subject to the updated variable tax
schedule and would only pay $635.
While the city staff report professes
that “the new license fee structure is
designed to provide greater equity”, this
(continued on page 3)
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source of funding directly into the County
general fund and provides high-paying jobs
and energy to the community. Consider that
annual property tax revenues for 2013-14
from just the two top oil companies, AERA
and Occidental, were $17.9 million.
County Regulation
The workshop started with a presentation
by Jeff Barnes of County Counsel who discussed the limitations of County regulation.
While the state regulates all subsurface activities through DOGGR, the County retains
surface land-use authority through granting
operators Conditional Use Permits (CUPs).
CUP requirements have been variable
over time and some of the old CUPs have
limited restrictions on the drilling of new
wells within their boundary. Even so, all
wells must be drilled with current building,
health and safety standards.
Well Completion Techniques
Many of the presenters discussed completion techniques such as hydraulic fracturing, acid stimulation and steam flooding.
An appropriate well completion technique
will determine the amount of hydrocarbons that will ultimately be recovered in
oil and gas wells. To discuss oil well stimulation techniques, Brad Elliott, V.P. West
Division of Seneca Resources, presented
an overview of Ventura County history and
specific practices in the Sespe OIl Field,
located five miles north of Fillmore.

According to Elliott: “Hydraulic fracturing
began occurring in Ventura County in the
early 1960’s. Over 500 wells have been hydraulically fractured in the county to date
and hydraulic fracturing has taken place
in most major fields in the county”. In the
Sespe Field, every new well has been hydraulically fractured since 1964 when the
practice started. “During the last 49 years,
258 wells have been fractured ... with no
environmental impacts.” In addition, acid
stimulation has been a common treatment.
Stimulation techniques increase the permeability of reservoir rocks, allowing more
flow thereby increasing overall production.
These two “treatments are typically completed in 2-3 days per well.” Water used for
these treatments come from the property
and are not potable or suitable for agriculture. In addition, the oil field does not
underlie any Ventura groundwater basins
(see map on page 4). Seneca voluntarily discloses all fracking chemicals on the FracFocus website.
Condor Mitigation
The Sespe Oil Field is within the Los Padres
National Forest boundary and is bordered
by the Sespe Condor Sanctuary (see map
below). Seneca has consulted with U.S.
Fish and Wildlife and has implemented
measures to mitigate impacts to condors.
Their position states: “Since Seneca began
operations in the field in 1987 no injury or
death of a condor has been by or associated

From the Los Padres ForestWatch Slide Presentation available on the Planning Division Website
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with Seneca’s operations.”
A presentation by Jeff Kyper of Los Padres
Forest Watch (LPFW) showed photos of the
Sespe watershed calling it the “best condor
habitat in the world”. Kyper acknowledged
that National Forest lands are managed
for multiple uses, including oil production.
While he said they were not opposed to
oil drilling in the Sespe, their presentation
focused on the impacts of tanks, roads,
trucks, noise, fracking and human presence
to the shy but curious condors. However,
the oil field was discovered in the 1880’s,
having coexisted with the condors throughout the successful breeding and reintroduction program. In fact, the Hopper Mountain
National Wildlife Refuge was established in
1974 with oil wells within its boundary.
A major concern to LPFW in having an oil
field near the sanctuary is the habit of
condors to ingest micro-trash. However, according to the Defenders of Wildlife fact
sheet: “Condors... may travel up to 150
miles a day in search of their next meal.”
Given that the City of Fillmore is less than
five miles away, and that Seneca is willing
and able to implement prescribed mitigation, it seems that Seneca would be considered a good neighbor.
Hydraulic Fracturig (Fracking)
LPFW recommended a temporary moratorium on fracking due to unidentified “risks”
not described in their presentation.
In general, facts presented to define fracking
risks rely on examples from other states
where the regulations, geology, operations
and depths of oil pools are significantly different. In particular, water usage is over
stated, characterized as “millions of gallons
per well”, a declaration that has been
used to create fear, particularly during the
drought. Reporting of fracking operations
in California became mandatory in January
of 2014. Actual California statistics for 2014
according to DOGGR, are as follows:
• 165 FracFocus disclosures with only 3
in Ventura County, and
• Average water use = 63,294 gallons per
job (.19 Acre Feet).
CFROG was also concerned about the risks
of fracking, bringing up the potential of
causing earthquakes on the San Cayetano
Fault. This potential risk was discussed in
detail by the County Geologist, Jim O’Tousa,
a registered Professional Geologist and Cer(continued on page 4)
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EPA WATERS OF THE US
Comments Due Oct. 20
One of the most important issues on the
table for property owners this year is the
proposed new rules by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) and Army Corps of
Engineers (ACOE) that would redefine the
term “Waters of the United States”, expanding their jurisdictional reach into man-made
waters such as agricultural drains and irrigation ditches that flow into these “Waters”.
This will include floodplains that represent
much of the agricultural land in Ventura
County with prime soils that support crop
production. It will also impact all land based
businesses such as oil and mining.
Please help us by submitting comments
to the EPA online. It’s EASY - Just click
HERE, enter your comments in the box
or download a file and follow the directions to submit. For help, click TIPS for
tips on submitting effective comments.
CoLAB will be submitting a comment letter
by the deadline of October 20th and will be
making the following points:
1) We will briefly tell who we are and who
we represent.
2) The latest EPA rule broadly expands
federal jurisdiction and threatens local
land-use and zoning authority.
3) The proposed rule exceeds the EPA’s
authority under the Clean Water Act as it
violates the plain language of the statute
and impinges on the State’s traditional and
primary authority over land and water use.
4) The extent of the rule as described in the
Federal Register changes the intent of the
Clean Water Act and should be subject to a
Congressional vote.
5) The EPA is unnecessarily expanding their
definition of “Waters of the U.S.” to include
man-made waters such as agricultural
drains and irrigation ditches that flow into
traditional waters. These are already within
the jurisdiction of state and local Water
Quality Control Boards that regulate runoff
under Total Maximum Daily Loads.
6) This expanded EPA authority will discourage projects that would improve
water quality as the required level of treatment would be too high, with standards of
fishable and swimmable, in concrete ditches
and storm drains with no habitat for fish.
Your comments will further our mission!

Measure M cont. from Page 1)

inequity will certainly lead to litigation.

Mayor Sharkey further stated: “the
intent of the city council is to lower the
burden on our small local businesses
while bringing these large corporations
into compliance.” But the language of the
ballot measure does not meet this stated
intent.

While the tax for “Home Occupations”
will be reduced from $45 per year to
zero, other small existing businesses in
the city will see significant increases.
For example, the tax on rental units will
nearly double from $105 to $200 for
the first 3 units. Itinerant merchant and
licensed real estate broker taxes will
double and salespersons tax will increase
five times to $100 per person. In addition,
Measure M will increase all fixed license
fees by the Consumer Price Index every
year. Businesses in Port Hueneme need to
read the language and beware of the consequences.
The City Council resolution cites several
reasons for raising tax rates such as the
need “to provide increased services to
city residents and businesses...”
However, at the City Council meeting on
June 2nd, the Council voted to defund
the crossing guard program at Hueneme
Elementary School citing a budget shortfall. According the VC Star (Hoops, 9-1414), this saved $65,000 from their annual
2014-2015 budget.

Then on September 29th, the Council
amended the pay and benefit package
for the City Manager position, raising the
annual salary to $196,000, raising the car
allowance by $50/month and increasing
the City’s defined compensation contribution by 1%. They also approved a new
Tier II salary schedule for Executive Management and the Management and Professional groups. This new schedule reflects
an average salary increase of 8%. How
can the City Council justify giving pay and
benefit increases to employees while at
the same time targeting their neighbors
and their own small businesses?
Implementing such dramatic tax increases on Port businesses and Navy
contractors as prescribed in Measure M
will threaten the local economy and the
Port viability. For example, a concern to
CoLAB members is a likely increase in the
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expense for farmers to ship both fertilizer and equipment into Ventura County.
This will add another burden to farmers
who are already under stress dealing with
water, labor and pest issues.
In a letter to the Port Hueneme City
Council on August 15th, CoLAB recommended that the City remove Measure M
from the ballot.

While the City in their staff report alleges
that “there are relatively large business
operations providing services to Naval
Base Ventura County and the Port of
Hueneme that are currently paying
minimal or no taxes to the City”, the
Oxnard Harbor District (OHD) disagrees.
OHD estimates that $2.2 million in taxes
are paid annually to the City from Port
businesses.
The new maximum tax rates set by
Measure M are estimated by the OHD to
more than double the taxes, an increase
to over $5 million annually. The City
Council has not justified how and why
the maximum rates were set so high.
The tax rates could be set lower than the
maximum rates with a two-thirds vote of
the Council but there is no guarantee. This
creates a high level of uncertainty for Port
businesses that could lead to non-renewal
of their contracts. These businesses take
years to establish trade routes and they
cannot take the risk of a city council with
impending financial issues voting at any
time to double their taxation.

The Port businesses have contractual
agreements with the OHD with whom
they have negotiated long term mutually
beneficial relationships in good faith.
Now the City of Port Hueneme is trying to
collect a license tax from these businesses
with which they have no relationship and
no responsibility.
The lack of faith is evidenced by the
virtual secrecy in the development of this
ballot measure which was created with no
stakeholder input or communication with
the public, neighboring OHD or Naval
Base Ventura County. It is apparent that
the City sees the Port and Navy contractors as targets rather than partners.
After a thorough analysis of the ballot
measure, COLAB recommends that
voters in Port Hueneme vote NO on M
for the well-being of the Port, the County
economy and their local businesses.
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tified Engineering Geologist in the State of
California. When questioned by Planning
Commissioner Nora Aidukas specifically
about newspaper reports that fracking
causes increases in earthquakes, O’Tousa
replied: “I haven’t seen anything that
suggests, where we are in Ventura County,
that fracking would lead to increased earthquakes.” He indicated that was because of
the local geology.
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x-rays and cancer treatment, to a nuclear
reactor.

Further, O’Tousa explained that the San
Cayetano Fault runs a very long length, that
the Sespe Oil Field is along a very small
piece of that length, “so to think that we are
going to overpressure a zone along the fault
and make the fault rupture in a large magnitude earthquake - I haven’t seen anything
to that effect”.

Threat to Groundwater
The other most expressed concern is the
threat of groundwater contamination from
oil drilling, production and fracking. An
example of groundwater contamination
commonly cited is in Pennsylvania. Here,
horizontal wells in the Marcellus Shale have
been drilled with limited distance between
the groundwater and oil and gas production zones. Poor casing cement jobs are
attributed to gas leaking from the casing
and migrating into overlying drinking water
supplies. In addition, the sheer number of
these unconventional wells have overburdened the regulatory system. From 2002 to
2012, 4600 wells were drilled and fracked
on an estimated 20,800 acres of well pads.

While fracking does break the rock using the
same kinematics as an earthquake to create
micro fractures, it is at a much smaller scale
- kind of like comparing radiation used for

In comparison in California, wells are drilled
conventionally (vertical), with strict regulations by DOGGR on testing the integrity of
the well casing and cement that protect

From: Jim O’Tousa Slide Presentation on the Planning Division Website

groundwater. In Ventura County, the map
from the presentation by Jim O’Tousa
(below) shows the relationship of oil fields
to groundwater basins. As you can see there
are only a few areas where groundwater
aquifers even overly oil fields.
In the case of the Sespe Oil Field, aquifers
do not overly the oil zones and according
to Seneca: “there is NO geologic or hydrologic connection to beneficial uses of water
sources. In addition, for their operations
“NO water is used that would otherwise be
consumed by humans or utilized for agricultural purposes.”
Another difference in California is the tight
regulation on water treatment and disposal.
In the Sespe field, “All produced water is
treated at a central treating facility in the
field and re-injected into the Sespe oil reservoir via DOGGR regulated disposal wells.
New SB-4 , DOGGR and Local Regulations
While DOGGR has always regulated hydraulic fracturing as a well completion technique, the new SB-4 regulations require
groundwater monitoring plans and more
public disclosure. Operators must obtain
permits for all well stimulation treatments
and notify neighbors of their activities.
SB-4 also adds trade secret procedures and
provides a $.25/barrel special assessment
to pay for enforcing the new regulations.
DOGGR has been tasked to flesh out SB-4
with permanent regulations due by July of
2015. The second draft is out for review.
Ventura County Planning has updated the
oil and gas permit application to include
questions about well stimulation techniques
including fracking. In addition, they have
improved communication with DOGGR,
updated standard permit conditions and instituted Citizen Access including an e-zoning
clearance process.
According to DOGGR, Ventura County is the
3rd largest oil and gas producer in the State
with 34 onshore and 2 offshore active fields.
Significantly, these fields annually produce 9
million barrels of oil, 8 billion cubic feet of
gas and 66 million barrels of water. According to the LAEDC, the oil and gas industry in
2012 contributed 7,400 jobs and 19% of the
total economic output to Ventura County.

Legend
OIl Fields
Groundwater Basins
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CoLAB believes that the Oil and Gas
Workshop was successful in dispelling misinformation and arming decision makers
with the facts they need to make critical decisions for our economic future.
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SANTA BARBARA COUNTY BALLOT MEASURE “P”
The Oil and Gas Shutdown Initiative
Measure “P” in Santa Barbara County is a
test case for voter sentiment on oil and gas
production that will reflect their values on
jobs, the economy, water usage and the environment. It will also be a reality check on
public perception of the oil industry versus
the lifestyle that most Santa Barbaran’s
live, one that is largely dependent on fossil
fuels for energy, transportation, fabrics and
a myriad of plastic products including our
favorite electronic devices and sporting
equipment.
At a time when Californians are facing a prolonged drought, recently characterized as
the worst in 100 years, activists are taking
advantage of the water shortage by proposing a sweeping ballot initiative that could
potentially put the oil and gas industry in
the entire county out of business over time.
While Measure P proponents are spreading
misinformation about the amount of fresh
water used in oil activities, the ultimate
water supply solution being proposed for
Santa Barbara is the reconstitution of an
ocean desalinization plant which is extremely energy intensive as it pushes salt water
through filters to create drinking water.
Reality aside, Measure P cleverly creates a

new misleading term called “High Intensity”
petroleum operations which includes all
advanced well stimulation treatments and
secondary enhanced recovery operations.
Well stimulation techniques include hydraulic fracturing and acid treatments. Secondary recovery includes the injection of water
and natural gas, steam, air, CO2, nitrogen,
chemical substances and any other substance or combination thereof.
“High Intensity” is supposedly different
from “Low Intensity” which they defined as
“drilling wells through which oil or gas flows
naturally under its own pressure or through
which oil is pumped up to the surface”.
What is not being told is that most low intensity oil operations ended 40 years ago
when U.S. oil fields were declining in production and many had declined below
their economic value. The only reason we
are producing most of our own oil and gas
today is through these designated “High Intensity” practices. It is through these practices alone that we are approaching not
only energy independence, but will potentially be able to achieve California’s 2020
emission standards due to replacement of
coal plants with cleaner burning natural gas.

But, what comes around goes around and if
you are old enough to remember the lines
at gas stations in the 1970’s, it was a time
when the Arab nations embargoed oil and
brought America to its knees. An attack on
well stimulation and secondary recovery
practices will surely end any dream the U.S.
may have of energy independence. And
with the increased violence erupting in the
Middle East, leaving our energy future in
their hands is a national security issue, not
a strategy we should consider.
The premise of Measure P sold to collect signatures was a ban on hydraulic fracturing.
This, along with the rest of the campaign, is
a scare tactic as there is actually no fracking
taking place or permit applications including
fracking in Santa Barbara County. Further,
the idea that Monterey Formation exploration will bring a “High Intensity” oil boom to
Santa Barbara County is also a fantasy. The
Monterey potential has been significantly
downgraded as an exploratory target due to
its own inherent limitations.
Aside from the obvious loss of jobs,
property tax revenue and royalties, this
measure exposes Santa Barbara County to
litigation with respect to “unconstitutional
takings” of property where it is not insured
against damages. For this and all of the
above reasons, CoLAB opposes Measure P.

Officers and Board of Directors
John Hecht, Sespe Consulting | Chairman

Richard Atmore, R.A. Atmore | Director

Jurgen Gramckow, Southland Sod | Vice Chairman

Tim Cohen, Rancho Temescal | Past Chairman

Bud Sloan, Sloan Ranches | President

Fred Ferro, NAI Capital | Director

Lynn Gray Jensen | Secretary / Executive Director

Patrick Loughman, Lowthorpe-Richards | Director

Harry Barnum, TEG Resources | Treasurer

Kioren Moss, Moss & Assoc. | Director

Patty Waters, Water’s Ranches | Membership Chair

Jack Poe - Kirchbaum Inc. | Director

Tim Albers, Mission Produce | Director

Alex Teague, Limoniera | Director
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CoLAB VC Calendar
Oct. 7: Ventura River Watershed Council
7:00 - 8:30 PM Tues. (Agenda)
Oak View Community Center
18 Valley Oak Rd., Oak View

Do you Like this Newsletter?
Not a Member? Please join us!
Its easy - Online! Only $100/year
(for an individual membership)
Also, Visit our newly revised

Facebook

Page

Oct. 8: AG Policy Advisory Committee
9:00 am, Wed. - AG Commission
555 Airport Way, Camarillo
Oct. 15: VC CoLAB Annual Meeting
5:30 - 8:30 PM, Wed.
Land - Water - Energy - Economy and
Movie: No Water, No Farmer, No Food
Camarillo Ranch House
Oct. 19: V.C. Cattlemen’s Fall BBQ
11:30 - 1:30 PM, Sunday
Petersen Ranch, 3400 L.A. Ave., Somis
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CoLAB Ventura County
Important Links:
COLAB VC Website:

www.colabvc.org

COLAB SBC Website:

www.colabsbc.org

COLAB SLO Website:

www.colabslo.org

Andy Caldwell Talk Radio Show:
Weekdays 3:00 to 5:00 PM
The CoLAB VC Website is currently working
but a new website is under constriction!
STAY TUNED...

